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started a very important reform of this examination by
introducing problems on Electricity and Heat. He skil-
fully engaged the support of William Thomson in this
movement. Its significance lay in the adaptation of Cam-
bridge scientific training to the needs of a new form of
society. Since Newton, Cambridge had been the chief
school for the ablest English scientists. The governing
class looked to Cambridge for the sort of scientific know-
ledge it required. Before the nineteenth century its chief
requirement was advanced astronomy, owing to the
dependence of accurate navigation on this science, and
the dependence of a maritime power on navigation. When
the astronomical tradition had become established it
persisted after its aim had been adequately accomplished.
The nineteenth-century industrialists required the science
of heat and electricity in order to develop the steam-engine
and dynamo. Maxwell was the leader in adaptation of
physical science at Cambridge to these needs.
The movement for the extension of science teaching at
Cambridge led to the appointment of a committee, which
reported in 1869 that the science teaching required
strengthening by the foundation of a professorship and
demonstratorship of physics, and a university laboratory.
The cost of the laboratory was estimated at ^6,300. The
University was not immediately able to find so much money
for this object, but in 1871 the University chancellor, the
seventh Duke of Devonshire, offered personally to provide
the money, so the University proceeded to appoint a
professor. William Thomson was approached first, but
did not wish to leave Glasgow. He suggested Hopkinson
would be a suitable candidate. Then Helmholtz was
approached, but he had just been appointed director of a
new laboratory in Berlin. The authorities now attempted
to persuade Maxwell to accept it. After much effort, they
were successful. They had the wonderful fortune of
attracting the greatest of the three geniuses.
In spite of being a duke, the Chancellor had been
second Wrangler and first Smith's Prizeman in his youth.
The family name of the Dukes of Devonshire was Cavendish,

